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Milano – Italian Elegance Metropolis – Cool Glam Vinoteca – Wine & Dine at Home    



Ti amo, Milano – Autumn Trend Italian Elegance



Milano Collection 
Milano stands for exquisite, Italian elegance 
paired with unmistakable design. It's the 
contrast that does it: Espresso brown lacquered, 
finely grained oak contrasts with the cream-
coloured surfaces in eccentric ray skin look. Just 
as the milk foam crowns the macchiato. Perfect 
proportions, sensually rounded edges, the use 
of noble materials and first-class manufacturing 
allow furniture pieces of the luxury class to be 
created. The furniture design of the Milano 
series celebrates the art of omission and gives 
rooms a stylish, dignified ambience. The 
designer furniture of this collection can be 
staged as a statement piece in the salon as well 
as a common thread through all rooms to give 
the apartment an Italian city flair. 



Dolce Vita in the Living Room  
The Milano furniture collection is an ode to Italian 
elegance that outlasts every trend. Inspiration is 
provided by Italian furniture design, which no other 
nation can match so quickly. Thus, connoisseurs offer 
top prices for pieces by the wild Memphis group 
around Ettore Sottsass, who formed everyday objects 
out of colourful, cones, pyramids and spheres. At the 
other end of the scale are light-footed retro classics 
by Gio Ponti, without which no boutique hotel in 
Portofino can do without. Milan is the creative and 
style-forming epicentre of all this. Experimentation 
meets traditional craftsmanship, playful lightness 
meets discreet elegance. Italy has many more 
treasures to give away: the finest marble for table 
tops and lamp bases, or the typical terrazzo look 
which freshens up the look of KARE sideboard fronts. 
With Milano, retro armchairs and marble tables, the 
Dolce Vita is moving in, which we like to treat 
ourselves to in these times.



Milano – The Art of City Chic  



Milano – Living and Working  



Milano loves Marble 

Round table Solo Marble with tulip base, rectangular table South Beach with a top in high-end marble look



Milano meets Terrazzo 

Sideboard Tarrazzo



The Milano Furniture World

Desk, dining table, showcase cabinet, sideboard with bar function, chest of drawers/bedside table



The Milano Furniture World

Display cabinet with drawer, dressing table/stand coat rack with mirror, bar trolley on wheels



The Milano Furniture World

Sideboard 4 doors, high chest 4 drawers, bed, coffee table with compartments



Autumn Trend Wine and Dine At Home

Wine rack with counter Ravello, Bar Motorbike, Vinoteca with fold-out table 



A Warm Welcome 

You know that warm feeling of finally 
coming home? So much has changed 
in our world. Now is the time to 
enjoy life with friends and family 
back home. We invite you to the 
dining room instead of the 
restaurant and serve the after work 
drink in our own vinoteca. We play 
with style elements from Modern 
Glam to Industrial Loft. This is where 
the innovations around the house 
bar and the dining room come into 
play. 

Dining table Conley



Gourmet Restaurant at Home  

Bar counter and stool Lady Rock, table South Beach, chairs Hudson



Happy Hour Invitation 

WhatsApp at the end of the day: Open the 
red wine, honey! Whether it's for a beer 
after work, wine tasting or a cocktail hour, 
in small or large groups, turn the living 
room into a popular meeting place. The 
recipe ingredients for the hospitable mix: 
bar and display cabinets, chic counters 
including bar stools, serving trolleys, wine 
racks or even a multifunctional mini-
vinoteca. If you are setting up a bar at 
home, you will also enjoy a very practical 
advantage: thanks to many compartments, 
bottle and glass holders, you gain a lot of 
storage space for cocktail mixers, favourite
wines and drinking glasses.

Bar counter and stool After Work 



Appetite for Dining Styles

No matter whether you celebrate a 
festive meal for the holidays, or 
make dinner with the kids a family 
event, the dining table is the 
absolute focal point. Should it be a 
sturdy table with a solid wood and 
steel frame that has what it takes to 
become a friend for life? Or should 
the dining table bring home the 
vibes of trendy design hotspots from 
Milan to Amsterdam? New models 
whet the appetite for a makeover 
and for maximum hours of comfort, 
upholstered dining table chairs in 
homely colours. 

Table and display case from the collection Ravello 



Glam Dining Deluxe 

Dining table Gloria, also available in the gold colour



Travel inspired Dining Rooms 

Mirrors Rope and Victoria, table Conley, cabinet Marrakesh



Wine and Dine Light 

Console and table Rustico, dining table from the Tavola series



Treasure Chests for Bartenders

Cabinet Luxury



Bar Cabinets  

Bar cabinets Marrakesh and Luxury



Become Host of the Year

Trolley Barfly, bar counter Lady Rock yellow, trolley Loft brass



Bars

Bars Afterwork, High Fidelity, Vinoteca, Treviso green



Cool Glam - Autumn Metropolis

Coffee table Cristal,  Sofa Metropol,  console Laser



Floating above the clouds at home
The Metropolis residential trend leaves us floating on 
clouds - bye-bye, hectic and stress. Grey tones inspired 
by nature, from dove grey to slate and granite, create a 
neutral, secure base, evoke images of fascinating 
skylines or mighty mountain ranges. In front of this stage 
set, designer furniture, exclusive lamps and artistic 
decorative objects appear as highlights in chrome and 
silver. Graphic lines further underline the clarity of this 
living idea, which can be interpreted according to 
personal style. A touch of polished stainless steel and a 
pinch of brass breathe cosmopolitan glamour into the 
soft grey tones. Velvety upholstered furniture and silky 
cushions, on the other hand, make us feel as if we are on 
clouds in this living world. Coolness and a masculine 
component lend strong accents in black and white. For 
those who like their home unique but not well-behaved, 
spice up this luxurious city loft with fiery fuchsia, bright 
neon yellow or the unfathomable Yves Klein blue. And 
for those who love the countryside, Metropolis brings 
the present into the converted barn. 

Sidetable Luxury, armchair Sorento



Upgrade with Mirrors and the colour Blue

Dining table Gloria, Console Laser, mirror Bounce, side table Comb



Grounded: - Metropolis meets natural colours

Carpets Hide Acid Silber, Squares grey,  armchair Music hall, sidetable Patches 



Cool Glam for Luxury Lofts 

Shelf Loft, sofa Metropol, daybed Bottone



Product Overview
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Milano Lowboard (2)
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Milano Dresser

Milano Dresser Mood
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Milano Sideboard

Milano Sideboard Mood
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